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ABSTRACT -
An approach Co transforming an image in order to facilitate thres­
hold selection is presented-* A threshold can be' selected automatically
■ >
by examining the histogram of the gray-levels in an image- If the histo­
gram is bitaodal, it would be simple to threshold the image. However, 
the problem becomes a little more complex when the histogram is not 
clearly bimodal. It has been proposed previously that one could specify 
a histogram and map it onto an image in order to yield a transformed 
% image whose histogram has the specified distribution.
This thesis presents an appro3oh whereby a bimodal histogram con- ‘
'a *sisting of two Gaussian distributions of different means, but same stand­
ard deviations is specified. 'This histogram is then used to transform 
the original image into one that h3S the specified distribution. This- 
transformed image could then easily be thresholded'at a single level.«r •
The approach of direct histogram specification has also been employed 
for purposes of multi-level thresholding, and the results achieved have 
been very encouraging.
This thesis also addresses a technique for feature extraction using 
template matching. The application of this approach to fault detection 
of manufactured parts is illustrated. The-development of a system is 
thus proposed (particularly for applications to quality control), which 
would efficiently threshold 3n image and extract features from it.
N,
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' . -CHAPTER I, .
/ * - •
\  * „
■ ' x INTRODUCTION . .
1.1. An- Image Model '
The term "image" is defined in Webster’s Dictionary â s "a repre­
sentation, 'likeness* or imitation of an object-or thing, a vivid’ or* v p *
graphic description, something ’introduced to represent something else."
* * * *  'A. picture .is defined as "a representation made by a painting, drawing
* 4 * | / *
or photography-. A vivid, graphic, accurate description of an inject or ■ 
thing so as to suacest a mental imaae or cive an. accurate idea of the
' .thing itself." However, in the content of image processing,- the word
. - •« 
’picture! is "used synonymous with the word ’’image’.
An image is considered as a.flat object whose appearance varied
from point to point. This variation can be described by a*single para-
. t . ■ . .
meter in,the case of ’black and white’ pictures, corresponding-to the
intensity, of light emanated at each point. An image ,is thus a t W -
dimensional light intensity function f(x,y), where x 3nd y denote spa-
* •
tial coordinates, and the value of thfe picture function f. at any point
(x,y) is proportional to the total'amount of light .reaching the observer
1 p 
from the g'iven poi*it. - This is also referred to as the gray level of
the picture ‘at that point £1,2,3,4].
< *
While processing images on a digital computer, one usually wishes
to regard them as discrete arrays of numbers, i.e., as matrices, rather 
than as functions. The row and column indices of the matrix identify a 
point in ,the image, and the corresponding value of the matrix element 
'identifies the gr3y level of the. image at that point. Each element of 
the matrix is commonly referred to as a pixel.
1
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2 .
1.2. Image Thresholding ; .
In digital picture processing, it.-is often^e^i^ahlii-jto- as^inier
^ w  —' *  . * ,1»
•'*• • uthat 3 picture function can take on- only a finite -Set ofiimlujes £rr..ip.- - 
other words, irs gray levels are quantized. . -Thus the gray JLeveIs-_-in .aj 
picture are spread out into "a'-fihi-te number'of ■’'discrete values-' defend­
ing upon the.resolution desired-and the^constraints o.f computer memory.
A binary-valued picture function which can'take on only .two values 
(black and white - with'no intermediate gray levels), is usually of 
particular importance in feature extraction. Thus, a picture, is appro­
priately transformed into two distinct levels by .selecting an appropri­
ate ’threshold level’. This process of thresholding an image 'is per—  
formed to separate- the objects in an image from its ’background’, 
^X^hereby achieving the desirable information content of an image.
The techniques of thresholding an image can be classified with 
three broad categories as follows:-
1.2.1. Fixed thresholding
I-n this approach, one threshold level is selected for the entirei
image. The process of selecting an optimum threshold, so as not to 
lose any desirable information is by no means an easy one. In past 
years, several techniques for optimal threshold selection have evolved. 
It has been shown-in various papers that instead of choosing a crude 
threshold for a given picture, some sort of pre-processing should be✓ 4
performed on it, in order to facilitate the selection of a threshold 
[1,3,5,9,10,11].
One widely accepted method of threshold selection is where a 
threshold is selected automatically.by examining the probability
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
distribution, of the gray levels in an image [1,2,3,6,8], which is also
/ ' >referfed to as a histogram of its gr£y levels. If the histogram of an
image suggests.that if is.feasible to segment the gray level population
\.
of an image into two distinct sub-populations, then a threshold is'said 
to exist. Consider the histogram of Figure 1.1. It is quite evident 
that if we choose a threshold level at the -bottom of the valley, 
separating the two parts, (say, T), we would then be segmenting the
sgray levels into two sections, one. representing the ’objects’ and the 
other, the ’background’. . Thus, if the histogram of an Image is bimodal, 
it would be quite'Straightforward to select a suitable threshold for 
that image- However, in most situations, this is not the case, and 
threshold selection qould pose a problem.
1.2.2. Variable thresholding
As discussed in the previous sections, more often than not we 
arrive at a situation where the histogram of an image is not clearly 
bimodal- This suggests that it is not possible to appropriately thres­
hold the entire image at one fixed level. Chow and Kaneko [l4] 
suggested to segment an image into smaller sections, and to find a 
threshold for each small segment of the image. In their paper, they 
suggested t^ segment an image into 7 x 7  smaller regions, each subse­
quent region overlapping 50% of the previous one. Histograms were then 
computed for each region and thresholds were assigned to regions having 
bimodal histograms. For regions where thresholds could not be assigned 
they were interpolated based upon the average value of the gray- levels 
of that region, and upon the thresholds assigned to their neighbouring 
'regions. The entire image was thus thresholded at various levels.
Chow and Kaneko [14] displayed the effectiveness of this approach to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure'1.1 A bimod3l histogram
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medical applications, and Nakagama and Rosenfeld [13] showed that this  ̂
method was very useful in other applications as well.
1.2.3. Multi-level thresholding
While dealing with the selection of-a threshold, 'one might encoun-
•Stter a situation where i^would be difficult, if not totally impossible, 
to select one good threshold level for the entire image. For example, 
if the histogram of an image consists of three or four peaks, it would 
be difficult to choose one level that would separate the image into two 
classes. If some sort of a crude threshold/level"wa^ selected, it
would result in a considerable loss of information.
. /
In order to cope-with situations ofjthis sort, the idea of multi­
level thresholding was introduced [24]. J As the'name suggests, this 
technique deals with selecting more than one threshold level and thus 
segmenting the image into more than just.two classes. The thresholds 
can be selected at the intervening valley bottoms between the peaks of 
the histogram. The various sub-populations in the image C3n be appro­
priately segmented by this scheme of thresholding.
As in the case .of binary-level thresholding, the main problem in. 
thresholding the image at more than one level arises in situations 
where the peaks of the histograp are not very well defined, and the 
detection of a valley between the peaks becomes impossible. This prob­
lem could be overcome if one could, transform the histogram of an image 
• in such a way that it becomes easier to detect the valley between the 
peaks.
1.3. Histogram Modification
\ The idea of modifying a histogram so that the valley between the 
. • * ^
peaks of a histogram is easier to detect, has been of wide use in image
✓
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thresholding- Weszka and Rbsenfeld [6] have suggested, an approach where
the 'edge value’ of the pixels is used to modify the histogram. The
edge value refers .to a transition in gray level between adjacent pixels.
If the rate of change is high, it indicates the presence-of an ’edge'
between two different sub-populations in a histogram. Weszka and Rosen-
feld have shown the use of scatter plots, a plot between gray level and
edge value, to modifying a histogram so that the valley Is deeper, and
thus easier to detect. The use of edge points for segmentation purposes
*
has been shown to yield satisfactory results [7,17] in most cases.
■»
Histogram modification has also been shown to be of great use in 
the" enhancement of images. Histogram equalization is-one of the tools v 
used for this purpose. ¥ .s
1.3.1. Histogram equalization
The process of obtaining a uniform histogram for an image is known 
as-histogram equalization. It has been shown [l,5,16] that by equaliz­
ing the histogram, one could enhance the contrast oKai? image. Hall 
[16] has suggested to transform a histograhi using a transformation func- 
tion equal to the cumulative_distribution function of the pixels. l̂ tis 
would yield an almost uniform distribution, thereby increasing the 
dynamic range of the pixels. This would in turn contribute to increas­
ing the contrast of the image, consequently improving its visual 
quality.
However, an equalized histogram does not aid in selecting a 
threshold for the image. Gonzalez and Fittes^ [15] have extended this 
approach, and have suggested that it is possible to directly specify a 
histogram and then transform the Image into one whose histogram has 
that desirable distribution. This thesis presents the application of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
this concept to threshold selection.
1.3.2. Direct histogram specification
The concept of direct histogram specification as explained in [l], 
[15] and [23] suggests that we can directly specify a histogram,and map 
it onto an image, to yield an image whose histogram closely resembles 
the desired shape. This suggests that if an image does not have a 
clearly bimodal histogram and selecting a threshold presents a problem, 
we could directly specify a bimodalr histogram and after appropriately 
transforming the original image, obtain an image whose histogram'is • 
bimodal. Since a histogram is the probability distribution of the gray 
levels, we could specify a histogram consisting of two uni-modal distri­
butions, sufficiently f3r apart on the intensity axis. Each distribu­
tion would then correspond to the object and background populations 
respectively.
This technique can also be extended for purposed of multi-level 
thresholding- In situations where the peaks and valleys in the original 
histogram are not clearly defined, a transformation can be applied on 
the histogram . to appropriately segment it into distinctive sub-popula­
tions. In this case too, the histogram specified can be assumed to 
comprise of three or four uni-modal distributions, depending upon the 
number of thresholds desired. These distributions should be such that 
the valley between any two peaks is clearly defined.
It follows from the above discussion that the task of selecting a 
good threshold in an image~can be greatly facilitated by transforming a 
histogram, using the direct histogram specification technique.
Thresholding is one form of extracting features from an image by 
segmenting It into two classes, depending upon the gray level of each
/
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pixel. However,- there are situations where the exact shape.and size 
of the objects is of primary concern. For such situations, there are 
other techniques of' feature extraction, as described in the following 
section.
1.4. Feature Extraction
It has been mentioned earlier that thresholding the image amounts 
to extracting features from it, based on the properties of each pixel. 
Depending upon the intensity level of the pixel, it is classified as an 
object point or a background point. An alternative to this technique 
could be the extraction of features based upon local regional properties. 
In this way, instead of.classifying e3ch point to a region, we classify 
local regional properties. This increases the dimension of the feature 
vector used for segmenting an image in terms of its objects and back­
grounds. One widely accepted approach of image segmentation based on 
classification of regional properties is template matching.
1.4.1. Template matching
The approach of template matching for purposes of image segmenta­
tion has been adopted widely due to its simplicity [l]. This method is 
based on detecting transitions in gray levels between regions. The 
various regions are usually characterized by the differences in their 
gray level content. However, there are other features, namely texture 
difference [17] and colour difference, which can be used to classify 
regions.
Template matching is used to identify certain characteristics in an 
image. A template can be defined, in context to digital image process­
ing applications, as an array designed to detect some invariant regional 
property [l]. If we have some a priori information about the shape and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
size of the ,feature being looked for, a template .couid be designed to 
detect that feature. Otherwise, templates designed-for various 
features of interest could be used to extract them. ■
Template matching can also be considered as correlating the 
template pattern with the image. At all points where the pattern 
matches closely to the image, the response of the template will be 
maximum,thereby indicating a high correlation between the image charac­
teristics and the template pattern at that point.
There are other applications of image processing where it is 
required to find the boundary between the objects and the background.
4. 4
This information could be very useful in determining the size of the
objects. Since a thresholded image comprises of just two levels,
following the borders of the objects would yield the desired boundary.
1.4.2. Boundary following
One application of image processing is in the quality control of
manufactured parts Cl9]. Here, it is required to locate the defects in
a particular component, and to determine whether the defect is'tolerable
or not. This is done by taking the image of the part and thresholding '
*
it. If the threshold scheme adopted is an efficient one, the defects 
on the object, which could stem from a dent or a scratch on the surface, 
would appear as a dark portion on the white object. This is because the 
light reflected off a dent or a scratch while taking the image would be 
less as compared to that reflected off the surface of the object. These 
dark portions can be detected by using a boundary following algorithm, 
which would follow the edge between.the object and the defect. In this 
way, we could also obtain the size of the defect- Boundary following 
would also aid in detecting a fault on the edge of an object. If there
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
r 10.<
' . is a chipped.edge on. ct, it could be detected while following
• the borders [19]- . ►
Another way of locating faults could be to remove the inherent 
features in an image and whatever remains, would be the fault. Obvious­
ly, -this would require a,previous knowledge of what the image looks 
like. Moreover, one would need to know the exact size and shape of 
the inherent features. If this information was available, one could 
use template matching to remove the features. A template could be 
designed according to the exact shape and size of the feature, which 
would detect and remove it. . -
There are some shortcomings, however, in using template matching 
for fault detection. Firstly, the size of the inherent feature in the 
image may make it impractical to implement a template of that size. 
Secondly, the shape and size of the feature may vary from part to part. 
Even if it varies slightly, the response of the template could change 
and thus cause problems. However, template matching could be used to 
identify a certain known portion of the feature, and then one could 
follow the borders of that feature to identify it completely. The 
feature thus''detected would be inherent in the image of every part, and 
after removing it from the image, whatever remains as black would be
the defects. In order to identify the defects, one would simply need'
»
to count the black pixels inside the object.
1.5. Problem Statement
The problem of threshold selection in cases where the histogram of 
an image is not bimodal is considered iii this thesis. Given the desir­
able distribution of a histogram for purposes of binary level threshold' 
ing, it is required to use a gray level transformation function which
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
;
mî ps the gray levels of an image into itself, such that the output image 
obtained by applying this transforation function to each pixel in the 
original image would yield the specified distribution. This approach 
is also extended for purposes of multi-level thresholding.
This thesis also considers the problem of fault detection in 
manufactured parts. It is required to investigate the possible use of
template matching for fault detection, considering its simplici-ty~bf
/ * » 
operation when compared to standard boundary.following algorithms.
1.6. Thesis Organization
In Chapter II, the theory beyond histogram modification is presen­
ted. 'The techniques of histogram equalization and directly specifying 
a histogram for an image have been discussed.
Chapter III relates to an explanation of image thresholding. Both 
single-level and multi-level thresholding techniques are discussed.
The application of the direct histogram specification technique for 
purposes of single and multi-level thresholding has been described.
In Chapter IV, the use of template matching for feature extraction 
nas been discussed. In addition, 'an algorithm for boundary following 
has been explained. Finally, a problem oriented example has been con­
sidered where the techniques of template matching and boundary follow­
ing have been used for purposes of fault detection in manufactured 
parts.
To conclude, Chapter V presents a summary of the research conducted 
for this thesis, and the conclusions obtained from it.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
HISTOGRAM MODIFICATION 
1 A histogram"of gray levels provides an entire description about 
the appearance of an image. Since a histogram is the probability dis­
tribution of the gray levels, it can provide useful information about 
the gray level ranges occupied by the "objects" or the background in 
an image. This information is often of particular importance in image 
enhancement.
2.1. Construction Of A Histogram
As stated earlier, a histogram gives us the probability distribu­
tion of the gray levels in an image. If we plot the number of occurr- 
ences versus the gray levels in an image, the resulting graph is called 
a histogram of gray level content. Mathematically, this can be stated 
as
Pr(rk) = ^ -  h . l - O
0 £ r. £ L-lk
,k — 0, 1, ...., L— 1
where
r^ - the k-th intensity level
p (r, ) - probability of occurrence of the k-th gray level IT rC
n^ - number of times the k-th gray level appears in the image
n - .total number of pixels in the image
L - total number of levels in the image
iA plot of p (r ) vs r is then referred to as a histogram of grayf X* iC K
levels in an image. A listing of the computer program for plotting a
12
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histogram is provided in Appendix A.
It has beien shown in various papers that useful enhancement results 
can be achieved by modifying the histogram of gray levels in an image.
A considerable improvement in the contrast of an image can be achieved 
by transforming a histogram into one with a more or less uniform dis­
tribution. This process of "equalizing" the histogram is explained in 
the following article.
2.2 Gray Level Equalization [l], [15], [16]:
It should be established at the onset that the concepts being 
introduced in this article and the next are formulated in the contin­
uous domain. However, since we need the discrete version of these con­
cepts to process images on a digital computer, their equivalence is 
ascertained in the next chapter.
The object is to transform the original image into one whose 
histogram has an almost uniform distribution. Let ’r' and ’s' be the 
normalized gray levels in the original and equalized image respectively. 
The levels have been normalized for simplicity.
O S r r S l  ; O S s S l  (2.2-1)
The level 0 represents black 3nd the level 1 represents white in 
the gray scale, 'the 's’ levels of the equalized image are obtained 
after some transformation of the form
s = T(r) (2.2-2)
This would produce a level s(r) for every pixel value in the original 
(
image. There are some constraints on the transformation function and 
it is assumed to satisfy the following conditions: *
(i) In order to preserve the order from black to white in the gray 
scale, the transformation function T(r) should be single-valued
0
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and strictly monotonic in the interval 0 S r  S 1.
(ii) In order to ensure that during the transformation, we do not exceed 
* «
the allowed range of pixel values we need
0 5 T(r) S. 1 for 0 5 r 5 1
Consider the transformation function of the form shown in Fig.2.1.
A transformation of this sort satisfies the two conditions imposed on it.
The inverse transformation from 's' back to 'r' can be represented as
^  r = T'^s) 0 S s s 1 <2.2-3)
where it is assumed that T-^(s) also satisfies the conditions (i) and
*. 4
(ii) previously imposed, with respect to the variable s.
Let p_(r) and p (s) be the probability density functions of the r s
original and transformed image respectively. It has been emphasized th3t
I
these density functions-could relay a.great deal' of •information about the • 
general characteristics-of an image. It has been shown from probability 
theory that if Pr (r) and T(r) are known, 3nd T“^(s) satisfies condi­
tion (i), then the probability density "function of the transformed gray 
levels is given by the relation
ps (s) =
.... dr 
pr ft _! (2.2-4)r = T (s)
It has been shown in [l], [5], [13J, [16] that it is possible to 
transform the histogram of an image to one having a uniform probability 
distribution using the following transformation function:
r
s =S~T(r) = r pr(ca) du (2.2-5)
, 0 £ r £ 1
This transformation function, which is equivalent to the cumulative
distribution function of r, produces an image where Pg(s) is a uniform.
density in the interval 0 £ s £ 1. Before proving this, one must
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appreciate the fact that this transformation function satisfies the 
conditions imposed on it, since the cumulative distribution function 
increases montonically as" a function of 1r* within the range of values 
the ' r* levels could take. In order to prove that this transformation 
'indeed does produce a uniform distribution, let us focus our attention 
on Eq.(2.2-5). -The variable 'w* is a dummy variable O f integration, 
and by taking the derivative of ' s* with respect to ' r’, we could have’ 
from Eq. (2.2-5)
= Pr(r) (2.2-6) .
Substituting this value in Eq.(2.2-4), yields
1P£ (s> = Pr(r) * P CD r = T 1(s)
r = T_1(s)
= 1 0 S s 5 1 . (2.2-7)
 ̂ This is a uniform distribution within the interval of definition 
of the transformed variable S. It should be 'noted at this stage that 
this result does not depend upon the density inside the integral of 
Eq.(2.2-5). This implies that if the transformation function described 
in Eq.(2.2-5) is performed on any distribution —  ideally speaking, the 
result obtained would be the same, i.e., a uniform density within the 
given interval. This observation is brought ro use .in transforming an 
image such that its histograiji acquires a^esirable shape.
2.3. Direct Histogram Specification [l]’; [15]:1
The technique of gray level equalization explained in the previousVsection is somewhat limited in its application because it only generates
%
a histogram with a .uniform distribution, thereby improving the contrast
i
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of the image. In many cases, this may not be the sole objective. 
However, this concept could be utilized for purposes of interactive
image enhancement, as shown in [l], [15].
It is desirable in certain-cases that some ranges of Vgray"^evels 
in an image be highlighted. In order to meet this end, it is possible 
to directly specify a histogram desired, and transform the original 
image into one, -whose histogram has the desirable shape. The shape 
of the desired histogram, could vary, depending upon the required appli­
cation.
The procedure of directly specifying a histogram and mapping it
onto an image to obtain ,a transformed image having a histogram of the
*specified distribution, can be divided into three steps. The first 
step is to equalize the levels of the original image using the trans­
formation function shown in Eq.(2.2-5). The next step would be to equa­
lize the levels of the specified probability distribution. Let Pz(z) he 
the probability density function of the desired image, in other words, 
the specified histogram is a plot between Pz(z) an^ 'z ' levels. The
transformation function in this case is the same as the one used for* m v~'
the original image.
v = G(z) =
z
ft
p (w) dm* (2.3-1)zo
V 0 S z S I
’y* denotes the equalized levels of the specified histogram. As proven 
in Eq.(2.2-7), Pv (v) —  the probability distribution of the equalized „
✓
(specified) histogram v would be a uniform density in the interval 
0 S v S 1.
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From Eq.(2.3-1), the inverse process, z - G-1(v) should yield back 
the desired levels, but this is purely hypothetical since the 'z* levels 
are exactly what we are trying to obtain. In this case, we are just 
dealing with the desirable shape of the histogram, and the image does 
not exist. Therefore, since we do not have the 1 z’ levels, the inverse 
process z = G~^(v) would not really carry a meaning. We could obtain 
a transformed image having the desirable histogram, if we could obtain 
the ' z' levels.t
The preceding argument necessitates the next step in our line of 
action. We know<S!j^Eq. (2.2-7) that the probability distributions 
Pv (v) and Ps(s) are identical, since they are both uniform densities in­
dependent of the density inside the integral in either case. This means 
that instead of using the *vT levels obtained from Eq.(2.3-1) in the 
inverse process, if we use the ’s’ levels obtained from Eq.(2.2-5), the 
result would remain the same. In other words, for Eq.(2.3-1), the 
inverse process z = G *(s) should yield the same result as using 
z = G--(v). The ’z' levels obtained in this manner would be the levels 
of the desired image —  the image whose histogram has the desired distri­
bution. -
It follows from the above discussion, that it is possible to spe"ci- 
fy the desired distribution in a histogram, and transform the original 
image into one whose histogram closely resembles the specified shape. 
Thus, whatever our purpose is of transforming the histogram of an image 
into a desirable shape, it can be achieved by the direct histogram speci 
fication technique described in this chapter. The application of this 
concept on different images is explained in the next chapter.
<




Image thresholding is a special case of pattern classification in 
which a" one-dimensional feature space is used, the feature being the 
gray level of the pixel. If an image consists of dark objects on a 
light background, or vice versa, the objects can be separated from the 
background by thresholding the image. By choosing an appropriate thres- 
hold level, we could assign each pixel in the image into one' of the two 
classes, light or dark, depending upon whether the gray level of the 
• pixel is below or above the specified threshold level. Often, the 
choice of selecting an 'appropriate’ threshold level poses a 
problem. The choice has to be such that a negligible amount of informa­
tion is lost. It might be possible in some cases, chat segmenting the 
image into just two classes, could result in a considerable loss of 
information. In order to cope with such situations, it may be necess­
ary to choose more than one threshold, and segment the image into more 
than two classes to adequately describe the picture.
It follows therefore, that selecting a good threshold is of para­
mount importance in most image processing applications. The techniques 
of thresholding an image at a single level or at ’multi-levels' are 
discussed in the following sections.
."3.1. Binary. Level Thresholding
The process of transforming an image into two levels, black and 
white, by using an appropriate threshold level, is referred to as binary 
level thresholding. If the average gray level of the objects is signi­
ficantly different from that of the background, threshold selection would
. 1 8
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be fairly straightforward'. However, in most situations this is not the case 
It is, therefore, not possible to arbitrarily choose a threshold, since 
the correct threshold' may not be the same for all. pictures. It is some­
times possible, however, to choose a good threshold for each image, auto­
matically by examining the histogram of its gray levels. If we find two 
peaks on the histogram of an image, it would be reasonable to choose a 
threshold that separates these peaks. Consider for example, a histogram 
of the shape shown in Fig.3.1. In this'case, we would choose a threshold 
level *T*, at the bottom of the valley between the two peaks, since this 
threshold appears to separate the gray level population into two distinc­
tive sub-populations, corresponding to the object and background popula­
tions. All pixels in the image below the selected threshold level would
be rendered black, while those above that level would become white —  thus
reducing the image to a binary'one.
An image would have a bimodal histogram if we make certain assump­
tions about; it, such as:
(a) The given image consists of objects on a background, where the 
probability distribution of gray levels for any small region of the pic­
ture consisting solely of the object on the background is uni-mod3l.
(b) The gray levels of adjacent points interior to the object, or to
the background, are highly correlated, while at the boundary between them, 
adjacent points differ significantly in gray level.
Under these conditions, the gray level histogram of an image would 
primarily consist of two uni-modal histograms corresponding to the 
object and background populations, respectively. If the average gray 
level of these populations is significantly different from one another, 
we would have the two distributions spread fairly far apaVrt on the
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Figure 3-1 A bimodal histogram
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intensity axis of the histogram. Moreover, if the object population and 
the boundary population take on a small range of intensity values, and 
the two populations are comparable in size, the histogram of the image 
will be bimodal, like the one shown in Fig.3.1. Otherwise, the resulting 
histogram may be a mixture of two uni-modal distributions, but it may be 
difficult to separate the two. For example.^ if the object population is 
much greater than the background, or if they lie very close to each other, 
it would be very difficult to select one level that would separate the two 
populations into different classes. Therefore, if the histogram of the 
image is .clearly bimodal-, the selection of one threshold level for class­
ifying the image in terms of its objects and background would not pose a 
problem.
(i) Smoothing plus thresholding: •
This method suggests the use of an operation that would ’smooth’ the 
image by removing noise, etc. from it [9]. This ’smoothing' operation 
would then aid in selecting a good threshold for the image.
t(ii) Sharpening plus thresholding:
In this technique, one could use an operation that yields high 
values 3t all edges in the image and low elsewhere. This method could 
greatly aid in separating the object from the background,-thus facilitat­
ing the selection of a good threshold [bj, [20], [2l], [22}.
(iii) Matched filtering plus thresholding:
In this technique, one needs to have some information about the shape 
and size of the objects in an imag^ This technique suggests the use of 
a filtering operation on an image with a certain template pattern. This 
template acquires the shape of the characteristic being looked for in an 
. image. Thresholding the image would single out points where the image
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matches the pattern closely.
One widely accepted method deployed for purposes of threshold selec­
tion, when the histogram of the image is not clearly bimodal, is the, 
variable thresholding scheme. This technique was developed by Chow and 
Kaneko [14], for use in the detection of the heart region on chest X-rays. 
This method was applied to some general images and it proved to give use­
ful results.
3.1.1. Variable thresholding
This technique suggests that instead of using one threshold level 
for the entire image, we could have different thresholds for■different 
sections of the image. This means that instead of selecting a thresh- 
old level for the image based on its global characteristics, we could 
set different thresholds according to the local characteristics in the 
image. 'Based on this idea, Chow and Kaneko [14] have suggested to seg­
ment the image into smaller regions and select an appropriate threshold 
for each region. The segmentation scheme is illustrated in Fig.3.2. The 
entire image is divided into 7 x 7  regions, with each subsequent region 
including 50% overlap with the previous one. A histogram is then com­
puted for each region. For regions having bimodal histograms, thresholds 
can be set automatically at the bottom of the valley between the two 
peaks. However, for regions which do not have bimodal histograms, 
thresholds are computed as a weighted average of the neighbouring thres­
holds. Thus, the entire image is thresholded at different levels, there­
by yielding a binary level image.
(
An example of the successful results achieved by using a variable 
thresholding scheme is illustrated in Fig.3.3. Fig.3.3(a) shows the 
original image of a lady. This is a 128 x 128 image having 256 gray
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levels- Fig.3.3(b) shows the thresholded image obtained after variable 
thresholding. This image has just two level^, black, and white, and we 
can see that there is a negligible loss of information.
Although the method of variable thresholding seems to give useful 
results, it does not lend itself to applications where speed of operation 
is of the essence. This gives rise to the need for investigating simpler 
and faster techniques of threshold selection.
3.1.2. Image transformation
As mentioned earlier, if the histogram of an image has two peaks 
close together, or very unequal in size, it would be difficult to detect 
the valley between them. Furthermore, if the histogram has more than two 
peaks, it would be impossible to detect a valley, as there will be more 
than one valley. Therefore in these cases, the selection of a good 
threshold level for purposes of binary''level thresholding would be very 
difficult, if not impossible.
In order to overcome this problem, one needs to transform the image 
to one with a histogram chat is clearly bimodal. In this connection, an 
attempt has been made to utilize the concept of direct histogram specifi­
cation towards its use in the problem of selecting an optimal threshold 
for the image. This section explains the working of this technique, 
using different types of images as examples.
Our objective therefore, is to transform an image whose histogram 
is not suitable for threshold selection into another image whose histo­
gram is clearly bimodal, so that the selection of a threshold does not 
present a problem. Consider the image shown in Fig.3.4. Fig.3.4(a) is 
the image of a strain gauge. The 'object' part of this image is the con­
ductor which has a slightly higher intensity level than its insulator
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background. It is required to locate the defects in this particular
\
component, and therefore it is imperative that we "first obtain a good 
thresholded image. Fig.3.4(b) shows the histogram of the image. It is 
clear from the shape of this histogram that it is not possible to select 
a good threshold level for this image. -Therefore, we would need to 
transform this image for. this purpose. The first step towards achieving 
this objective would be to equalize the levels of the original image.
(a) Equalizing Levels of Original Image
Referring back to Eq.2.2-5, we could use the cumulative distribu­
tion function of the intensity levels to transform the original histo­
gram into an almost uniform distribution.- However, .for the practical 
implementation of the concepts explained in Chapter II, we would have to 
approximate them for the discrete domain. Therefore, the results obtain­
ed would' be an approximate to the ideal case. Eq.2.2-5 can be written 
in the discrete domain as
k




0 S r, £ 1 ^k \
k = 0 ,  1, ..., L-l
where
r, the gray levels are normalized for simplicity,zC
L is the total number of levels,
n^ is the number of times the j-th level appears in the image,
n is the total number of pixels in the image.
This produces a transformed level ’s' for every level 'r' in the original
■A-
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Figure 3-4 (a) Image of strain gauge (b) Histogram of image
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image. These transformed levels are then assigned to their closest 
valid level thereby yielding a new image (with the original levels 
transformed), which has an almost unifotm distribution. The effect' of 
this transformation can be seen in Fig.3.5.
Fig.3.5(a) shows the original histogram of the image shown in Fig. 
3.5(c). After the equalization process, we can see by the histogram of 
Fig.3.5(b) that we have achieved an almost uniform distribution. The 
reason this histogram is not exactly uniform is that the image size
*being used was 128 x 128 pixels. If the image is sampled further into 
a 256 x 256 size, the result would be a closer approximation to a uni­
form histogram. The effect of this process on the original image can 
be seen in Fig.3.5(d). It is noticed that the contrast of the original 
image has improved, since the dynamic range of its pixels has been 
increased. A listing of the computer program used to perform histogram 
equalization is provided in Appendix A.'
The process of histogram equalization was carried out on several 
images. Consider the image of a cable connector in a lab shown in
Fig.3.6(c). This is the image of a cable connector and an information
*■ >plate on a piece of machine —  the writing on the plate is not clear
because of under sampling. Its histogram is shown in Fig.3.6(a). After 
the equalization process, we can see in Fig.3.6(b) that the resulting 
histogram has an almost uniform distribution. In this case also the 
histogram would have been closely approximating a uniform histogram if a 
256 x 256 image were considered. The memory constraint of' the computer 
prevented the implementation of this^lgorithm on an image of a larger 
size chan 128 x 128. The improvement in the contrast of the original’ 
image is also clearly visible in the equalized image shown in Fig.3.6(d).
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Figure 3.5 (a) Original histogram (b) Equalized histogram
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This observation can also be appreciated in th& image of a girl shown 
in Fig.3.7-. Fig.3.7(a)* is the image and Fig*.3.7(b) is obtained after 
equalizing the “histogram of the original image.
It follows from the above examples that equalizing the gray levels
>v‘
in an image would enhance its visual quality, viz-a-viz its contrast.
%  ̂ *■ 
However, improving the contrast of the image is not our ultimate goal, ^
and we therefore have to perform further phocessing^to suit our require-
ments.'
' A  (b) Specifying Desirable Histogram
The next step is to specify the distribution desired in the histo-
gram. * Consider the histogram shown in Fig.3.8. This histogram gives
■the ideal case of the .object and background populations being clearly
divided into different gray level ranges. If we transform our original
image into one whose histogram has this desired distribution, it would 
x
be very simp])?''to select a threshold at the bottom of the valley separa- 
• ting the- two populations. ’ •
The histogram of Fig. 3.S was generated by -combining two 
Gaussian distributions with sufficiently different means, so that the 
average gray levels of the populations be significantly far apart on the 
intensity axis. The standard deviation of both the distributions was 
taken to be the same, and relatively small so that the two distributions 
did not overlap. It should be mentioned here that the selection of means 
and standard deviation of the distribution was carried out purely on a 
trial and error basis. Further work in the area could be done towards 
establishing a criterion for automatically selecting the means and 
standard deviation for a dapired histogram of any image.





Figure 3.5^ (c) Original image (d) Equalized image
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Figure 3.6 (a) Original histogram (b) Equalized histogram
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(c) Original image (d) Equalized image





(a) Original image (b) Equalized image
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Our objective therefore, is to transform an image into one whose 
.histogram has the distribution shown in Fig.3-8.
(c) Mapping Histogram Onto Image
The next mode of action is to map the desired histogram onto an 
image. This would require the histogram equalization process to be 
carried out for the levels of the desired histogram. The transforma­
tion function would be the same as in Eq.3.1-1, except that it is now 
applied on the levels of the desired histogram. Let z^ be the levels
of the desired histogram. The transformation would then be
k
Vk = G(zk) = E 'pz (zi)* K j=0 2 - ■ -
k n.
= I —  ’ (3.1-2)
3=0 n
for
0 < z, <1 k
k = 0, 1, ..., L-l
where all the symbols used have the same connotations as in Eq.3.1-1.
It has been explained in the previous chapter, that in order to
obtain an image whose gray levels have the distribution of the desired
histogram, we could use the inverse transformation
zk = G_1(s) (3.1-3)
Eq.3.1-3 suggests that we assign each of the transformed values
(vk) to the 's' level closest to it. (Remember that the ’s' levels were
obtained after equalizing the levels of the original Image). We'can
therefore obtain the desired levels zk using the inverse transformation
of Eq.3.1-3. After appropriately transforming the levels, we can obtain
an image given by the desired levels z^. This image would then have a
histogram whose distribution would closely resemble the specified 
c-
distribution.
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Figure 3.8 Bimodal histogram consisting of two Gaussian distributions
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This technique has been applied to several inages and the results 
obtained are illustrated. Fig.3.9 shows the result of this transforma­
tion at each step. Fig.3.9(a) is the histogram of the original image 
which in this case is the strain gauge of Fig.3.4. Fig.3.9(b) is the 
equalized version of the original histogram. The desired distribution 
is specified in Fig.3.9(c), and the resultant histogram obtained after 
the transformation is shown in Fig.3.9(d). It can be seen that although 
this distribution is not exactly the.shape of the specified distribu­
tion, yet it has been transformed into two separate classes. The dis­
crepancy between the specified and resultant histogram is due to the 
fact that this technique is guaranteed to yield exact results only in 
the continuous case. Here, since we are only approximating the concepts 
obtained for the continuous domain, the result would also approximate the 
ideal case. As the number of levels in the image decreases, the error 
between the specified and resulting histogram would tend to increase. 
Since the practical limitations^of the system h^ye to be borne in mind, 
one h3s to-contend with the tr3de-offs ̂ required for such situations. In 
this case, however, the trade-off seems to be a reasonable one as select­
ing a threshold based on the resulting histogram is no longer a problem, - 
and our objective is reasonably fulfilled.
Fig.3.10 shows the effect of thresholding the transformed image at 
a single level, thereby reducing the image to a binary one. The thres­
hold level can be easily selected based on the histogram of Fig.3.9(d) 
it could be any level'separating the two populations. Fig.3.10(a) is 
the original Image on which the transformation was carried out, and 
Fig.3.10(b) is the thresholded Image. It can be seen that the original 
image having 256 gray levels is most adequately described in just two
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Figure 3;9 (a) Original histogram (b) Equalized histogram
(c) Desired histogram (d) Resulting histogram
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levels, with a negligible loss of information.
The effect of this transformation can also be noticed in the image
of the cable connector of Fig.3.6(c). Fig.3.11(a) is the histogram of
the original image. The histogram of Fig.3.11(b) is obtained after
equalizing the levels of the original image. Fig.3.11(c) is the
specified distribution and the resultant'histogram is shown in Fig.3.11
¥
(d). It can be appreciated chat a threshold can easily be selected for 
this histogram.
Fig.3.12(b) shows the effect of thresholding the original image at 
a single level, obtained from the histogram of. Fig.3.11(d). 'The white 
portion 3t the top of the image,results- from the effect of non-uniform 
illumination on the object while sampling it. This effect could be 
- removed from the image before transforming the histogram, by various 
means, e.g., homomorphic filtering [19].
Another image .on which this transformation technique was applied is 
shown in Fig.3.13(a). The thresholded image is shown in Fig.3.13(b). 
Although it is difficult to select one threshold level for this image, 
a satisfactory result is seen to be achieved from this transformation.
It can be inferred from the previous^discussion, that it is possible 
to transform an image whose histogram is not clearly bimodal, into one 
whose-histogram has a desirable shape which can be specified. This 
approach was found to yield useful results for purposes of binary level 
thresholding, however, there could be situations where selecting just a 
single threshold level would result in a loss of desirable information. 
For these situations, one needs to investigate the idea of thresholding 
the image at more than just a single level.





i0 (a) Original image\ 
transformation /
(b) Image thresholded after bimodal
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Figure- 3.11 (a) Original histogram (b) Equalized histogram
(c) Desired histogram (d) Resulting histogram
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3.2. Multi-Level Thresholding
Consider an image whose histogram has the distribution shown in 
Fig.3.14. It would be very difficult, if not totally impossible, to 
select one threshold level for this image, such that a negligible amount 
of information is lost^ It Is necessary therefore, that we choose more 
than one threshold level to^extract the objects from the background.
For the case of the histogram of Fig.3.14, we would need three thres­
hold levels, T^, and T^, to adequately describe the image. Thii 
would mean that the original image will be represented by more than just 
two levels. All levels lying between 0 and T^ would have a certain 
value; levels l$'ing between and would have another value, and so
on. Thus, for the case where we have three.threshold levels, the image%
3fter thresholding will contain four levels. This approach of thres­
holding the image at more than just 3 single level is called multi-level 
thresholding.
As in the case of binary level thresholding, the shape of the histo­
gram is mostly not conducive to multi-level thresholding. It is not 
always easy to separate the various sub-populations. One commonly en­
countered difficulty is that some ranges of gray levels may occur a sig-
S
nificantly greater number of times compared to the rest, so that when 
plotting the entire histogram, these gray level ranges play a dominant 
role and since the scale on the axis is uniform, observing the distribu­
tion of the lesser occuring gray levels becomes a problem. In order to 
overcome this, a section of the histogram is considered at a time, and a 
bimodality is searched for. . If a bimodality is found [4], a threshold 
level is selected appropriately for that section. All pixels having 
intensity value less than this threshold are assigned one gray level.
1






(a) Original image (b) Image thresholded after bimodal 
transformation
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Figure 3.13 (a) Original image (b) Image thresholded after bimodal
transformation
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Figure 3.14 A multi—model histogram
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From this threshold, another section of the histogram is subjected to 
the bimodality test. If a threshold can be selected for this section, 
all pixels with intensity value lying between the first and second 
thresholds are assigned another gray level. This process is carried on 
until the entire histogram has been scanned to check local bimodality. 
Thus an image having a histogram of the shape of Fig.3.14 can be 
appropriately represented in four levels L^, L^, an<* ^4*
The process of selecting thresholds by sectioning the histogram
would work if a bimodality is detected in each section being considered.
However, in most instances, this is n # •  e case. If a small section of
the histogram is being considered, we might not encounter a bimodality.
✓
If the size of the section is increased, we might come across 3 situation 
where there are more than two peaks, or the valley between the two peaks 
may not be very distinguishable. In such cases, this thresholding scheme 
could result in a loss of information. This is illustrated in the thres­
holded image of the cable connector shown in Fig.3.15. Fig.3.15Cb) was 
obtained after thresholding the original image at three levels, after 
sectioning the histogram. It can be seen that this image misses out on 
some detail from the original image.
The limitation of selecting thresholds after sectioning the histo­
gram prompted the need to investigate the idea of direct histogram speci­
fication for purposes of multi-level thresholding. This technique was 
used on various images and the results proved to be quite encouraging.
The only difference in the case of multi-level thresholding with 
that described in Section 3.1.2, is in the specification of the desirable 
histogram. Since binary level thresholding desires a bimodal histogram, 
the combination of two Gaussian distributions was specified. However,





Figure 3,15 (a) Original image (bX Multi-level thresholded image
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in this case, a multi-modal histogram is desired, with each of the peaks 
being separated from the other by a sufficient amount. Therefore, a 
combination of four Gaussian distributions with different means and same 
standard deviation, of the*form shown in Fig.3.16 is' specified. As in 
the case of binary level thresholding, the means and standard deviation 
of the specified distribution was arbitrarily chosen. The rest of the 
process is' exactly the same as described in Section 3.1.2.
The result of this transformation on the histogram of the image of 
the strain gauge is illustrated in Fig.3.17. Fig.3.17(a) is the histo­
gram of the original image. After equalization, the histogram has an 
almost uniform distribution shown in Fig.3.17(b). Fig.3.17(c) is the 
desired histogram we specified, and the resultant histogram is shown in 
Fig.3.17(d). It can be seen that the histogram has been transformed 
into four different sub-populations, and thresholds can be selected 
appropriately to separate these sub-populations. Fig.3.18(b) shows the 
image of the strain g3uge represented in four levels after being thres­
holded at three different levels.
The use of multi-level thresholding cannot be fully appreciated by 
the image of Fig.3.18(b). However, consider another image of the strain 
gauge shown in Fig.3.19(a). This image consists of two backgrounds so 
to say, one being the insulator background having a low average inten­
sity level and the other being the background at the outer borders of
the image having a relatively higher average intensity level. . Fig.3.19
*
(b) shows this image thresholded at a single level, and we can see that 
all the desirable information in the image (the conductor part) is lost. 
However, thresholding the image at multi-levels would yield the desired 
information, as shown in Fig.3.19(d).
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Figure 3.17 (3) Original histogram (b) Equalized histogram
(c) Desired histogram (d) Resulting histogram
V
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Figure 3.18 (a) Original image (b) Multi-level thresholded image
after transformation
t
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(b)
Figure 3.19 (a) Original image (b) (mage thresholded at a single level
i ____ __
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Figure 3.19 (c) Original image (d) Image after multi-level thresholding
I
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Figure 3.20 (a) Original histogram (b) Equalized histogram 
\ (c) Desired histogram (d) Resulting histogram
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Figure 3.21 (a) Original image (b) Multi-level thresholded image
after transformation
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This transformation was also carried out on the image of the cable 
connector. Fig.3.20(a) shows the histogram of the original image. The 
resulting histogram after the transformation is shown in Fig.3.20(d).
It is evident that the original histogram has been transformed into a 
shape that resembles the specified shape, thereby greatly aiding the 
task of selecting appropriate thresholds for the image. Fig.3.21(b) 
shows the effect of thresholding the original image of Fig.3.21(a) at 
three different levels. Comparing Fig.3.21(b) with Fig.3.15(b), we can 
appreciate the greater amount of detail present in the ipage thresholded 
using the image transformation technique.
Another example of the use of the direct histogram specification 
technique to aid multi-level thresholding is illustrated in the image 
of Fig.3.22(a). The same process of transformation was carried out, and 
the image was thresholded at three levels to yield the thresholded image 
of Fig.3.22(b).
These examples suggest that the technique of transforming the 
original image into one whose histogram has a desirable distribution 
can be used for purposes of single and multi-level thresholding to yield 
very satisfactory results. A listing of the computer program used to 
implement this technique is provided in Appendix A.




Figure 3.22 (a) Original image (b) Multi-level thresholded image
after transformation




In most image processing applications, the eventual goal is to “ - 
extract the desirable-information in an image. If the original image 
is of a poor quality, various processes could be carried out to enhance 
the visual quality of the image. It is also possible to extract features 
in an image by various means. Thresholding the image efficiently, 
amounts to classifying the image into one of two classes, object and 
background. This is one way of extracting the object from its background, 
an’d a need for a good thresholding scheme is emphasized, otherwise some
“ e*inherent features of the image may be -lost.
Thresholding is a form of feature extraction whereby an image is
segmented into different classes based on the properties of each pixel.
Depending upon -the intensity level of the pixel, it is classified into
being an object point or a background point. An alternative to this
form could be the extraction of features in an image based on local
regional properties. Thus, instead of classifying each point to a
region, we classify local regional properties. This increases the
dimension of the feature vector used for segmenting an image in terms
of its object or background. One widely^accepted region-dependent
approach for segmentation of images is template matching- This concept 
«*
has wide applications due to its pragmatic feasibility and simplicity.
4.1. Template Matching
This method of feature extraction is based on -detecting transitions 
in gray levels between regions. The various regions are usually charac-
t-
terized by the differences in their“_gray level content. However, this
58
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is not necessarily the only feature that can be used for establishing 
\region characteristics. Texture differences or colour differences (when 
dealing with coloured images) can also be used to differentiate between 
regions.
Template matching is used to identify certain characteristics in
an image. A template is defined, in context to digital image processing
applications, as an array designed to detect some invariant regional
property. A template is sometimes also referred to as a mask or.a
window. In using template matching for feature extraction, it would
be advantageous to have some prior information regarding the approximate
shape and size of the characteristic being identified. This would he*lp
in choosing an appropriate size of the template. • Each template would
then be designed to detect^the property being looked for. The following
discussion explains the process of template matching to detect three
•c.
different characteristics in an image. •
4.1.1. Point template
Consider a simple example of detecting isolated points on 3 con­
stant intensity background. A 3 x 3 template of the form shown in Fig. 
4.1 can be used for this purpose. The centre of the template (marked 8) 
is moved around the image from point to point. At every, position, each 
point in the image lying inside the template area is multiplied by the 
corresponding element of the template and the results are added.
Notice that the sum of all the elements in the template is zero. There­
fore, when the template occupies an area of constant background, meaning 
‘thereby that-the gray levels of points inside the template area are the 
same, the sum of the operation performed a£ each position would be zero. 
However, if the centre of the template lies on a particle point, the sum
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 4.1 Point template
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would be different from zero, since the gray level of the point'would 
be different-from its surrounding background. The sum would also be 
different^from zero if the 'particle point lies inside the template 
area, but does not correspond to the centre of the template. In this 
case, the magnitude of the response would be weaker than if the^point 
occurred at the centre. In other words, since only the point lying_at 
the centre of -the template is multiplied by 8, the sum in this^case 
would be more than if the particle ^ere located at any other point. In 
order to exactly ^.ocate the point, a threshold level would be specified 
in such a way that the weaker responses can be eliminated. It can be 
said, therefore, that a particle point is located at the centre of the 
template when the response of the template at that position exceeds the 
threshold level. By moving the template throughout the image; we could 
detect all isolated points in the image. This process can be explained 
mathematically [ l] 3 S  follows:
We would represent the' template ^nd the image pixels lying inside * *
the template as a vector. Let z^, z^, -•-> z^ be the weights in a 3 x 3 
template. A 3 x 3 template size is being chosen for convenience; the 
procedure could be generalized for an m x n template. Therefore,
r
Z = (4.1-1)
where the first three elements of Z are the elements in the first row 
of the template, the next three are from the second row, and so on.
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Let x , x0> ..., x be the gray levels of the pixels inside the
\template area. It should be emphasized here that the element z^ of 
the template should be oa x,, z0 on x0> and so on. Thus
' (4.1-2)
The pre.ceding discussion on template matching suggests that it is
basically a cross correlation between the element's of the template and
thef image points. Therefore^ the response of the template at each
position would be given by the inner product of the two vectors X and
Z, which is defined as
Z'X = z x + zox0 + ..... z x (4.1-3)1 1  q q
It can be seen that Eq.(4.1-3) is the same as taking the 'sum of 
*
products as explained earlier.
If we specify a threshold level T, to eliminate all weak responses,
we can detect a particle point at the centre of the template If
Z'X > T . (4.1-4)
This was a simple case involving the detection of a single isolated
point against a constant background. This idea could be extended to
identify other characteristics<^es well.
4.1.2. Line template
Consider the four templates shown in Fig.4.2. These templates are 
designed to detect straight lines, one pixel thick in an’ image. The 
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Figure 4.2 Line templates designed to detect (a) Horizontal line
(b) Slanting line (c) Vertical line (d) Slanting line
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■V *ac 45°. For example, consider the template of Fig-. 4.2(a). The sum of 
the elements of this template is zero. Therefore, if this template was 
to be moved around the image from point to point, its response would be 
zero for a constant background and maximum for a horizontal line one 
pixel thick. Using a threshold as in"rTfe previous case, the line can be 
identified to lie in the middle row of the template. , Similarly, the 
template shown in-Fig.4.2(b) would detect a line slanted at an angle of 
45°. The template of* Fig.4.2(c) would detect a vertical line and the 
template of Fig. 4.2(d) would identify lines slanted at an angle of -45°.
If we are interested in the identification of any one of the four • 
features, we could use the appropriate template. Since .in each template 
the prefe'rred direction is weighted with a larger coefficient, one tem­
plate could only identify the feature it is designed for. However, if 
we do not have a priori knowledge of the shape of the feature, we 
would not know which template to use. Therefore, it may be necessary to^ 
use all four templates and determine the closest match to the image
section. For example, let Z Z0, Z and Z,, be four nine-dimensional
1 1 0 4 '
vectors ̂ of the form of Eq. 4.1-1'. These would stem from the elements 
'of each of the four templates shown in Fig. 4.2. As described earlier, 
the response of each template would be given by
Z.'X for i = 1, 2, 3, 4i (4.1-5)
where X is the vector of the image points lying inside the template 
area. If we wish to ‘determine the closest match between the image 
section under-review and each of the four templates of Fig. 4.2, we can 
■ say that the vector X is closest to the i-th template if the response of 
this template given by Eq.4.1-5 is the maximum. This can be stated as
Z.'X > Z.'X 1 J (4.1-6)
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for .all values of j , except j = i.
If the condition given by Eq.4.1-6 is satisfied, we can say that 
the region under question matches .closest to the i-th template.
This was a situation where templates were designed to detect 
straight lines. It should be understood that templates could be 
designed for any feature, and all the arguments presented above would 
hold true.
4.1.3 Edge-detection template
The concept of edge-detection is based on detecting transitions in 
gray level between regions. We would say that an "edge" has^been detec­
ted if there is a significant change in gray level between adjacent 
regions. This information would aid in segmenting the Image into diff­
erent classes by delineating the boundaries between them. Using some 
sort-of a two-dimensional differentiation process, we could detect 
these transitions in gray levels. Implementing a two-dimensional deri­
vative function would yield high values at all'edges in the image, and 
low elsewhere. The edge strengths produced by the differentiation pro- 
• cess depend upon the local contrast in the image. Since a thresholded 
image just contains two levels, corresponding to the objects and the 
background, detecting the edges in such an image would yield the outline 
of the objects. Ni
In order to find the gradient at a point, consider a 3 x 3 template 
shown in Fig. 4.3. This template can be used to find the gradient at 
the point e. We can define Ĝ _, the gradient in the x-direction to be
G = (g + 2h + i) - (a + 2b + c) — . (4.1-7)x
We can see by looking at the image region given in Fig.4.3, that
\G^ is the difference between the first and third tows of this image






Figure 4.3 3 x 3  template used for edge detection
t . . .     .
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section, where the elements closer to e (b and h) are given twice as
r
much weight as compared to the other elements. This weighting is 
based more on intuitive grounds than anything else. Therefore, G
Twould represent an estimate of the derivative in the x-direction.
This argument could be extended for calculating the derivative in 
the y-direction as well. G^, the gradient in the y-direction would be 
the difference between the first and third columns of the image -section 
of Fig. 4.3.
Gy = (c + 2f + i) - (a + 2d + g) _ (4.1-8)
The gradient at the point e would then be defined as
U
G = [G 2 + G 2]* (4.1-9)x y
In order to simplify this expression for use on the computer, an 
alternative definition, using absolute values would be
G = Gx Gy (4.1-10)
The absolute sum of the derivatives in the x and y direction would 
then-give us the gradient at the point e. If this 'technique is applied 
on a binary level image, we C3n say that an edge occurs when G is non­
zero, otherwise the point e lies interior to the object or the background.
This technique of edge detection can be used on a thresholded image,
in applications where it is desired to outline the objects from the 
background. This process is applied to locate the boundaries between
- e*
objects and the backgrpfcnd on several images and the results can be seen
in Fig. 4.4 through Fig. 4.6. The images on the top are the original
images and after thresholding them and carrying out the edge detection 
technique described above, we can obtain the images at the bottom which 
have the object part of the image outlined from the background.
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(a) Orj-ginal image (fa) Boundaries of objects in image
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Figure 4.5 (a) Original image (b) Boundaries of objects in image






(a) Original image (b) Boundaries of objects in image
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This was just one technique of boundary delineation in images 
where the edge detection template was brought to use. However, there 
are several other techniques available for this purpose, some of which 
will be discussed in the next section.
4.2. Boundary Following
As mentioned earlier, some image processing applications require 
the detection of the boundary between the objects and the background.
One way of achieving this objective is to determine the edges in a 
thresholded image as shown earlier. Basically, a thresholded image is 
one where the objects have been separated from the background, and edge 
detection on Such an image would just outline the objects. This infor­
mation could be of great use in applications like quality control of 
manufactured parts. In such applications, we are usually interested in 
the shape, and size of the object in order to determine whether it is 
faulty or not. This necessitates the process of outlining the boundaries 
of the object, to locate defects, if any, in it.
■It has been described earlier that boundary following is based on 
locating two regions of higher and lower intensities, ‘and in case of a
t
thresholded image this would amount to locating the transition from black 
to white. There are several boundary following algorithms which can be 
used for the detection of these transitions. The working of one 
algorithm which has proved to give useful results [4], is explained 
below.
Since our objective is to determine whether or not there is a tran­
sition in gray-level between adjacent pixels, at every point we will have 
to consider its gray level and compare if to the gray level of all pixels 
surrounding it. The first step would be to obtain the first border point
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^  * by scanning the thresholded image and looking for a transition* in gray
s
; . * ■'level. The first transition reached would be the starting point for
the process. At the first border point, we compare, its gray level-.to'
the gray level of the eight pixels surrounding it, "as showij in Fig.4.7.
Say, point a is the first border point and point b is the previous point
^ which was "not a border point. Now, we move clockwise .from b and check
the next pixel, which in this case would be c. If there, is a transition
between b and C, C would be the next border point, and b would still be
the previous point. If however, C is not a border point, we proceed
.further in the same direction and search until a transition is reached.
> v •Whenever a transition Is known to occur, we will have a border point
. and - a previous point. At.the new found border poipt we will continue
* ' • \ k
• , the search process algain starting from the previous point. It is im-
1 y" \
portant though that the search process.be conducted sequentially in one 
* direction only.
This method of searching around an already found border point would 
outline the boundary of a closed section. After the borders of a closed 
^  section have been obtained, we start the scanning procedure again of
J ♦
' searching for a transition in gray level to give us a border point_ of
another closed- section. The search procedure, as explained above, is
^ r_.»then used to outline the borders of this closed section. The whole
t
image is thus scanned and the objects can be outlined from their back- 
ground-* ” o
The algorithm described above :ts designed to follow closed borders.e
y ' This means that starting from the first point, we^follow the border
♦
points by the search process, and this .process ends when we arrive at
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Figure 4.7 Sequence of search to follow borders
/
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however, this method would outline a closed section of the border,
and in order to outline the other disconnected section, we would have
to consider- it as another closed border. This process wbuld also 
• • -* ' J .
detect all isolated points in the image.
This method of border following is quite versatile in nature.
Apart from just outlining the boundaries, we can also calculate the 
area occupied by the objects in the image.. This is done by storing 
the co-ordinates of all border points obtained in the search process, 
and frodi these co-ordinates the perimeter of each closed border can be' 
determined. This information is very useful in applications where 
besides the shape, we also need to determine the size of the objects.
One application where this information is of immense importance is the 
detection of faults in manufactured parts.
The application of image processing to quality control is finding 
wide acceptance in industry tadMKv. The next section considers a problem 
evented example and explains tire use of template matching and boundary 
following to extract the desirable, information from the image.
4.3. A Problem Oriented Example
In this section we will consider the application of image process­
ing to an important aspect of industry, namely quality control. The 
concepts of template matching and boundary following are shown to be of 
great use in the detection of faults in. manufactured parts. The image 
of each component coming- down a manufacturing line is studied, and 
depending upon whether the particular component is faulty or not, a 
decision is made based on that component fulfilling the required *
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Consider the image of a piston head shown in Fig.4.8(a) used in 
the automobile industry. It is required to detect the faults if any, 
on the surface of the piston head. This fault may stem from a dent or 
a scratch -or even a chipped edge. These piston heads are manufactured 
by the thousands every day, and it is necessary to have an automated 
system of fault detection. In some large plants a 2 second detection 
time is required. This imposes a speed factor in the algorithms used 
in the fault detection process.
It can be appreciated that while obtaining the image of 'the piston 
head, all irregularities on the surface in the form of a dent or a 
scratch would' appear to be darker than the rest of the surface. This is 
obvious since a lesser amount of light would be reflected from a 
depression in the surface. These irregularities can be detected by an 
efficient thresholding scheme, as illustrated "by the thresholded image 
shown in Fig.4.8(b). Notice that the dark spots shown are the possible 
defects on the surface. The "eye-brows" (getting the name from their 
shape) however, are Inherent features of the piston head. The import­
ance of obtaining a good threshold level is clearly evident in this 
example, because if the threshold level selected was not a good one, it 
was possible .that the dark spots could have been merged with the rest 
of the surface, thus giving a wrong picture of what the image Is actu­
ally like.
After obtaining a thresholded Image and detecting the faults, our
’ i
next §tep is to determine whether the particular part is acceptable or 
not. The faults in the part may be of a minor nature and fall within 
its tolerance limit. Secondly, the fault may occur at the edge of the 
part, in which case we would not be able to distinguish it from the







Figure 4.8 (a) Image of piston head (b) Thresholded image with
possible defects indicated
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•background. Therefore, it is necessary to follow the'boundaries of
the piston head and compare it to the boundaries obtained for a stand-
/
ard part. ■’
Referring back to the image of Fig.4.8(b), it seems logical that 
if the eye-brows on the surface (which as mentioned before are inherent 
features of the piston head) be removed, whatever black portion would 
remain inside the piston head would be xhe faults. Therefore, a simple 
count of all the black pixels inside the piston, head would give us the 
number of faults- This deduction seems quite simple, but the process of 
removing the inherent features in the image could pose to be a problem.
In applications of the form described above, we have the image of 
a standard part to go by and thus have prior knowledge about the inher­
ent features of the image. The shape and size of these features could 
vary from part to part, but not to a great degree. We therefore have 
an idea about the approximate sh3pe and size of these features. Going 
back to our discussion on extracting features through template matching, 
we know that we could design a template for whatever feature being looked 
for, if we had prior information about the shape and size of the feature. 
It seems reasonable therefore, that if we designed a template giving 
appropriate weight to suit the shape and size of the eye-brows, we 
could extract them from the image, and only the defects would remain. 
There are two problems however, in this approach. Firstly, since the 
shape and size of the eye-brows vary from part^o part, it would be 
difficult to design one template that would give the desired result dn 
every image. Secondly, the area occupied by the eye-brows in the image 
is quite large^and^designing a template of those dimensions would be 
very^fimpractlcal. If we came across another situation where the feature
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under question was relatively small in size, and we knew its exact 
shape, we could extract the feature using template matching. *
In this~~ex^lmple, we notice from Fig; 4.8(b) that the eye-brows 
consists of one straight vertical line and a curved portion. Now in 
each part the eye-brows may be oriented slightly different, or their 
size may vary, but essentially all of them would have a straight ver­
tical line and a curved portion alongside it. Therefore, if we can
\
locate the straight line of the eye-brow, we could obtain a point on 
the border of the eye-brow and the rest of the surface. This can be 
achieved by using a template designed to locate vertical lines. Con­
sider the template shown in Fig. 4.9. This template pattern when 
correlated with the image of Fig. 4.8(b), would detect all vertical 
lines in the image, ten pixels long. The length of ten pixels was 
arbitrarily chosen, so th3t the template does not locate small scratches 
on the surface, and misinterpret them as 3 border.
J '
Once all the four vertical ljnes of the eye-brows have been 
detected, we can apply the boundary following algorithm explained in 
the previous section to remove the eye-brows from the image. Since 
the vertical lines detected by the templates are known to lie on the 
\ border, the utilization of that technique would not be a problem.
This approach was carried out on the image of Fig. 4.8(b), and the 
eye-brows were extracted from the image. Fig. 4.10 shows just the 
eye-brows of the image extracted by the use of template matching and 
then boundary following. Removing the eye-brows from the image reduced 
the image of the piston head to the shape of Fig. 4.11. It can easily 
be noticed that the earlier defects are still present, only the 
inherent features of the image have been removed.• The number of faults
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(a) Original image (b) Features extracted.
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(b)
- Figure A.II (a) Original image (b) Image with inherent features removed
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can now be determined by a simple count of all the pixels having, zero 
intensity level (black) inside the piston.
following algorithm was to be employed, the process of template match­
ing seems redundant. This is because the area of the defects in this
eye-brows can easily be detected e-ven without template matching. How-
\\ever, it is nphasized that the example discussed above was just to
illustrate the possible use of template matching'in fault detection. 
Consider for example, an image whose features, are small in comparison 
to the defects, and its exact shape and size were known. In this case, 
the inherent features in the image could be removed by template match­
ing and a boundary following procedure need not be utilized.
It can therefore be concluded from this example that it is poss­
ible to use template matching for purposes of fault detection In manu­
factured parts, if the feature being considered is of a relatively small
size and we have a prior knowledge of its exact shape. If that is not
the case, a point on the border of the feature can be located through 
template matching, and then a boundary following algorithm can be 
utilized to extract the feature from the image. Removing the inherent 
features from an image would reduce the task of fault detection to a
simple count of the black pixels in the image.
In the example discussed above, it is clear that if a boundary
case are much smaller than the inherent feature of the image, and the
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS '
5.1. Summary
Image thresholding has been known to be a useful tool for extract­
ing features from an image. The problem of selecting a good threshold
level therefore, has often been the focal point of research for many 
image processing applications. Several techniques have evolved in past 
years for threshold selection. One widely accepted technique is where 
a threshold is selected automatically by examining the histogram of the 
gray levels in an image. If the histogram is bimodal, 3 threshold can 
be selected to lie at the bottom of the valley between the two peaks. 
However, the problem becomes a little more .complex when the histogram 
is not bimodal.
The research conducted for this thesis was based upon the extrac­
tion of features in an image through thresholding and boundary following.
For situations where the histogram of the image was not clearly bimodal, 
the approach of variable thresholding was verified. In this approach, 
thresholds are selected region-wise and the entire image is thresholded 
at various levels depending upon the local properties of the regions. 
These regions are obtained after segmenting the original imSge into 
smaller sections.
It has beVn shown earlier that it is possible to transform an 
image into one whose histogram has a specified distribution. This 
thesis discusses '̂ :he use of the approach of direct histogram specifica­
tion for purposes of binary level thresholding. A bimodal histogram 
is specified and the original image is transformed into one whosg
S3
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histogram has the desirable shape, thus facilitating the task of thres­
hold selection. This approach was also extended for purposes of multi- •
level thresholding. This is used in cases where it is not possible to
x
select one threshold level for the entire image, and it is necessary to
select more than one threshold for the image. In this case, the histo—
gra"ta specified was a multi-modal histogram, and transforming the image
appropriately yielded an image having a histogram of approximately the
/ <%- 
same distribution as the one specified.
Research was also carried out for specific applications to. quality 
control. The concept of template matching was utilized to obtain bound­
aries of a thresholded image. It was also shown that- template matching 
could be 3 useful tool for the extraction of features.
Finally, a problem oriented example in quality control was consid­
ered where it was desired to locate the defects in a manufactured part.
A boundary following algorithm was utilized after template matching 
to extract the inherent features in the image. A template was designed 
for the particular feature being looked for, and since a large sized 
template would have been impractical* th1  concept of boundary*following 
was also employed to detect the faults- The inherent features in the 
image were removed, leaving behind the possible defects.
5.2. Conclusions
In cases where an Image does not have a bimodal histogram and 
threshold selection, poses to be a problem. The approach of variable 
thresholding was verified, and the results obtained were very satisfac­
tory. However, this approach required extensive computation and was not 
suitable for purposes where efficiency in terms of time was a great con­
cern. ***
i
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The concept of direct histogram specification was used for purposes 
of binary level thresholding. It is known that ati image can be trans­
formed into one whose histogram has a specified shape. This concept was 
applied for binary level thresholding by specifying a bimodal histogram 
consisting of different means and same standard deviations. The selec­
tion of 'means and standard deviations was totally arbitrary and no 
criteria has been established for.their selection. It was shown that an 
iihage whose histogram is not clearly bimodal can be transformed into one 
whose histogram closely resembles the specified bimodal distribution.
This greatly aids the selection of a good threshold level.
This approach of image transformation was also extended t̂ or purposes 
of multi-level thresholding, and it was shown that for cases where, the 
^ selection of one threshold level for the entire^image results in a loss 
of'information, more than one threshold can be selected, thereby segment­
ing the image into more than £wo levels.
The concept of template matching was used for purposes of fault 
detection of manufactured parts. It was seen that this approach could 
only be used where the size of;the* feature being detected was small and 
its exact shape and size were" known. Otherwise, a portion of the feature 
could be'detected through template matching* and a boundary following 
scheme utilized to extract the feature from the image. It was also 
noticed that by removing the inherent features in an image, fault detec- 
tion would be greatly simplified. These features can be removed simply 
by template matching, or combining it with boundary following, depending 
upon the size of the feature in question.
In conclusion, we can envisage the development of a system which 
would efficiently threshold an image using the direct histogram specifi-
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cation technique and then extract feat#SPes from it using template match­
ing, and if necessary, boundary following.
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C FILENAME PLOTDEN
C THIS PROGRAM PLOTS THE HISTOGRAM OF GRAY LEVELS IN RN IMAGE
C
DIMENSION NAME <55, IPC123, 1205, PR <25© 5, K<25S>, IFILE<5>
DATA IBL.NK/" '/
1000 ’ ACCEPT '# OF PIXELS PER LINE=-', NSIZE '
ACCEPT '# OF LINES = ', NLJNE'
RCCEPT •'# OF LEVELS --',NP
NT=NLINE+NS1ZE 
DO 1 1=1, 5
1 NAMECID = IBLNK 
WRITE<10, 25
2 ’ FORMAT < •' IX, -'INPUT FILENAME: — ', Z>
^  READ < 11, 2 > < NAME < I ?•, I =1, 5 >
2 FORMAT <50.25
OPEN 2, NAME, LEN=2*NSIZE, REC=NLINE 
DO 4 1=1,NLINE 
4 r e a d < 2 i p ■: i, j , j=i , n s rzE 5
CLOSE 2
C '
C . CALCULATING THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
C
DO 7 K=±, NP ' ,
7 PR<tO=0. 0
DO S 1=1, NLINE 
DO S J=l, NSI ZE 
K=IP< I, J>-*-l
s p r <>o =p r <k >-kl o
DO 20 K=l, NP 
20 PR<K>=PR<K>XNT
r
0 PLOTTING THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
C
DO 20 1=1, NP 
X < I > =FL_OAT < I —15 
20 CONTINUE
OPEN 0, ” TTTOl ”
CALL PLTEKS<X, PR, NP5 
CLOSE O
AOOEPT •'WISH TO CONTINUE<15 OR NOT<05 2 ', IWT
IF<IWT. EO. 15GO TO 1000-
S T O P
END
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C FILENAME PROBDEN'
£  s4c:4c:4o*ofo*o*o4<D*<D*<54o*rfc:4<:*:4<r'4<r'fc}*t:*:4o*ofcs*<
C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO EQUALIZE THE HISTOGRAM OF AN IMAGE
C ,
DIMENSION IP<12S, L2S D .• PR<256D, S\25E>, XCZOSD, NAME'DSD, I FILE L 
DATA IBLNKX" V  
1000 ACCEPT *# OF PIXELS PER LINE=', NSIZE
ACCEPT 'Z OF LINES = ’'■■ NL.INE
ACCEPT '£ OF LEVELS HP
NT ~NLINE*NSIZE 
DO 1 1=1.. 5
1 NAME< I D = IBLNK 
WRITE1'10.- 2D
2 ' F O R M A T ' y, IX, •' INPUT FILENAUE : - , ZD
READ C11, 2  D >' NAME ID, I =1, 5 D 
2  FORMAT<5A2D '
OPEN 1, NAME, LEN=2*NSIZE, REC=NLINE 
DO 4 1=1, NLI HE
4 READ < 1 D < IP u I, J D, J=l, NSI ZE D '
CLOSE 1
C
C QUANTIZING LEVELS TO LIE BETWEEN '0' * '250''




DO 5 1=1, NLINE 
. DO 5 J=l,NSIZE 
IFCIPCI? JD. GT. IBIGMB10= IP< I, JD
i f ip >: i, j . l t . i s m a l l  d i s m a l .l = i p  •: i , j >
5 CONTINUE
IDIFF=IBI0-ISMALL 
DO S 1=1, NLINE
DO S J=l,NSIZE ’
RI P= C 255. 0:+-FLOAT IP ■: I, J D - 1 SMAL L D D /1DI FF D -*-0. 5 
E IP<I, JD=RIP
0C CALCULATING THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
C
DO 7 K=l, NF 
PR<KD=0. 0 
7' CONTINUE
DO S 1=1, NLINE 
DO 8 J=l, NSIZE 
K=IFXI, ID-M 
g PR>'.KD=PR,'KD-*-l. 0
DO 20 K=l,NP 
20 PR <K D=PR L K D/NT
I
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c
C COMPUTATION OF TRANSFORMATION FOR UNIFORM PROBASILITV DENSITV
C
S<1>=PR<1>
b i g =s <i >
SMRLL=S<±>
• DO 9 J=2, NP - , '
' S<J?=S<J-ir--t-PR<J>
IF<S<JX GT. BIG>BIG=S''J>
i f <s »:j >. l t . s m a l l >s m a l l =s < j >
9 CONTINUE
c




DO 10 1=1, NP
10 S < I > = < < S < I > -SMALL > /01 FF 5 * < NP-1:»
-C
C SUBSTITUTING NEW LEVELS INTO PICTURE
C **
■DO 12 1=1, NLINE 
DO 12 J=i, NSIZE
i p c i, j >=s <i p':i, j>+i>-*-e. ?•
12 CONTINUE
DO IS 1=1, 5 
IS IFIL E < I > = J BLNK
WRITE <10, 17?
1? F O R M A T I X ,  'TRANSFORMED IMAGE FILENAME Z> .
READ < 11, IS :> f IFILE < I >, I =1, 5 >
IS FORMAT < 5 A2T-
OPEN 2, IFILE, LEN=2-+'NSIZE, REC=NLINE , .
DO 1? 1=1, NLINE 
IS WRITE < 2 IP < I, J >, J=l, NSI ZE ;•
CLOSE 2 •
TVPE-'
ACCEPT 'PROGRAM : - STOP<0>--------- CONTINUE-CNE. 0>— .— IWT
IF<IWT. NE. 0:>GO TO 1000 
STOP '
END
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C FILENAME MODHIST
C **cs4o*c>fc>*;4«**<>t<:+ti*<*<:4e*c:+r54<*<s*<:+:5»<j4c>»<>*
C THIS PR0.6RAM TRANSFORMS THE ORIGINAL IMAGE INTO ONE
C WHOSE HISTOGRAM RESEMBLES A SPECIFIED DISTRIBUTION
C
DIMENSION' I PCI 28, 1280, PRC256>, SC258>, NAME C 5>, IFILEC5 
DI MENS I ON -X C 258 >, PZ C 258 >, V C 258>, IV C 258 >
DATA IBLNK/' '/
1000 ACCEPT v fc OF PIXELS PER 'l !NE=L NSIZE
ACCEPT '#0F LINES = ', NLINE
NT=NLINE*NSI2E 
DO 1 1=1, 5
1 NAME C I > = IBLNK 
WRITE CIO, 2>
2 FORMATC ' .', IX, 'INPUT FILENAME^', Z>
READ C1:]., 2 > CNAME C I >, I =1, 5>
C FORMATC5A2>
OPEN 1, NAME, LEN=2*NSI2E, REC=NL INE 
DO 4 I-l, NLINE
4 ■ P.EADC1> C IPC I, J>, J=l, NSIZE>
CLOSE 1
C
0 . OUANTIZING GRAY LEVEL INTENSITIES TO LIE BETWEEN '0




DO '5 1=1, NLINE 
DO 5 J-l, NSEZE
ifcipci, jtkVt. ibigmbig=ipci, y>
IFCIPCI, JX LT. ISMALLMSM^iLL = IPC I, 7>
5 CONTINUE 
IDTFF=IBIG—ISMALL 
DO 8 1=1, NLINE
DO £ J=l,NSIZE
RIP=C C255.. 0*-FLOATC IPC I, 7 T> - 1 SMALL > >/IDIFF>-*-0. 5 
8 IP CI, J}=RIP
0
CALCULATING THE PROBABILITY DENSITV FUNCTION
C
DO 7 K=l, 258
7 ’ PRCK>=0. 0
DO 8 1=1, NLINE 
DO 8 J=l, NSIZE 
K=IPCI,J>-Ki
8 PR C H/; = PR CK>+1. 0 ^
DO 20 K=l, 258 . V
20 PRCK>=PRCK>/NT ’ V  X
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C • - ■
C COMPUTATION OP TRANSFORMATION FOR UNIFORM PROBABILITY DENSITY.
C • • ./
SC1>=PRC1>‘
BIG=S<±>
- ' SMALL=S C1 > • -
• DO 9 J=2, 256 ,
scj:>=scj-i:>-t-PRCj:>
i f c s c j x  g t . b i g > b i g = s c j > . -
IF C S C ’J >. LT. SMALL :> SMAL L=S C J >
9 CONTINUE.
c
C ASSIGNING TRANSFORMED VALUES T O  THEIR CLOSEST VALID LEVEL
. C .
DIFF=BIG-SMALL .
DO 10 1=1.. 256
10 SC I >=C CSC I 'l_SMALL>/DIFF '■’t'CSS
c
C GENERATING THE DESIRED PROB. DENSITY FUNCTION
C 7
ACCEFT 'DESIRED DIST. BI MODAL Cl.''— MULT I MODAL C 2 :■ I FT
.IFCIFT. EQ. 1>G0 TO 201 
IFCIFT. EQ. 2:'G0 TO 202
201 CALL GAUSSCPZ, X>
GO TO 283'
202 CALL TESTCPZ, X>
C •C COMPUTING TRANSFORMATION FOR DESIRED FROB. DENSITY FUNCTION
C
283 VC1>=PZC1}
b i g =v c i >
SMALL=VCi >
DO 11 1=2, 256
v c i:<=v c I -i > + p z  c i >
IF C V C I X GT. BIG > BI G=V C I -■
IF C V C I X LT. SMALL > SMAI..L = V C I >
11 CONTINUE
. DI FF =B IG--SMAL L 
DO 12 1=1, 256
t > =255 *■ C C V C I ?■ —  SM ALL ?■ /DI FF
12 IVCI>=VCI>+0. 5 
C
C TRANSFORMING PICTURE TO ONE HAVING THE DESIRED -
C PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
C
DO 15 1=1, NLINE 
DO 15 J='l, NSIZE ■
i p c i, j :-=s c i p c i , j :-+i ::'+0. s
DO 1Z L=±, 256
i f c i p c i, j x  e q . i v c l :o g o  TO 14 
GO TO 12
14 ' IPC I, J>='_-!■
GO TO 15 
12 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE
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93 .
DO IS. 1=1,5 
IS IFIl.E < I > = IBLNK
WRITE <10, 1?:'
17 '  FORMAT < '  ' ,  3.X, '  TRANSFORMED I MAGE FI I.ENAME
READ<11, 18} < IFILE< I >, 1=1, 5>
IS FORMAT<5A2>
OPEN 2, IF1J_E, LEN=2*NSI2E, REC=NLINE 
DO 1? 1=1,NLINE 
IS.' WRITE<2XIP<I, J>, J=l, NSIZE>
CLOSE 2 
TVPE '
ACCEPT 'PROGRAM----------ST0P<8> - CONTINUE<NE. 0>----- >', IWT
IF<IWT. NE. 0>.GO T O  10510
STOP * -
END ' _





SUBROUTINE GAUSS <F, X>
1 FILENAME GAUSS
C TftlS SUBROUTINE PLOTS R BIMODAL DISTRIBUTION
C 
C
CONSISTING OF TWO GRUSSIRN DISTRIBUTIONS
DIMENSION F-C25SX- X-:256>
RCCEPT 'FIRST MEAN VALUE=', ETAL 
RCCEPT 'SECOND MERN VALUE=v ,ETA2 
RCCEPT -'FIRST STRNDRRD DEVIATI0N=-'.-SIGMR.l 
ACCEPT 'SECOND STRNDRRD DEV IRTI QN= -LSI GHR2 - 
PI =3. 141593
Y=2*3. 141593 - '
DO 1 N=l, 12S 
X •: N > “FLOAT •: N .'FLOAT >t 25* >
F CN > = < 1/ < SI GMAl^SQET V > > > *EXP - •' •' X N j -ETR1. I1 **2 ?• / 2,+: ■: SI Gi’tfll
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 N-123,25S
x -:n >=fl.o r t <n :'.'Fl o r T':25e > - '
F <N > =• ■: 1/ <SI Gi'1A2*SQRT >: V ;• > > *EXP C - C < X CN >-ETR2 > *-*2 > / < 2* < SI GHA2*--N
2 CONTINUE
OPEN 0.- ,:STT0±”













54< >K >k >♦<>♦< >*< *  'M >* ★  *  t* >k r4< i* *  :* *  **
FILENAME TEST
THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS P. MUi.T1 MODP.L DISTRIBUTION 
CONSISTING OF FOUR GRUSSIRN DISTRIBUTIONS
DIMENSION F>::?5S>.- X-'.£56>
RCCEPT -'FIRST MEAN VALUE=', ETA:1
RCCEPT -'SECOND HERN VALUE='.- ETA2
ACCEPT -'THIRD MEAN VALUE =-',ETRS
ACCEPT -'FOURTH MERN VALUE=-', ETR4
ACCEPT 'FIRST STANDARD DEVI ATI ON^, SIGN Ai '
ACCEPT 'SECOND STRNDRRD DEVIATION^ ', SIGMAS • 
ACCEPT 'THIRD STANDARD DEVIATION =■', SIGMAS 
RCCEPT 'FOURTH STANDARD. DEVI ATI 0N=-'.- SIGHR4 
PI=C. i41?A!i 
V=2*G.1415AB 
DO 1 N=i, 64
v N = F L  OAT C N/FLOAT £56 > ■
F,',N> = <i/,',SIGMAl^SQRT1' Y> ?- >*E/P -'/-'N>-ETA:11***£>/
CONTI N LIE
r.n 2 N=S5,'l2Bc v IN > - FLOAT ■: N > /FLOAT :f n >=■: ;i / ■: s i gm a2*sgrtCONTINUEr ,n  C N = ;12S , ;!.?£N > =FLOAT N/FLOAT .
f ■: n i / -'.s i gmac*sort
CONTINUE
I>0 4 N=:t AS, 256
>XN>=FLOAT -'.N>/FLOR'
CONTINUE' 
OPEN 0, '5 X T ri;l -
CL QSE U 
RETURN
























>k *>*< :4c*:*>*:*:4ĉ4c:4ô:4c*** >* :4» :* :* *c*
FI LENAME~THTEST _ ■ - *
* 5* rf: :* :* :* :*•* :* ** :* >fc :* * :*:* :* :* *< :* >* * *
THIS PROGRAM IS USED FOR THRESHOLDING THE IMAGE AT LEVELS 
OBTAINED FROM THE TRANSFORMED HISTOGRAMS
DI MENS I ON NAME < 5 > J IF11. E C 5 >., IP < 123, 123 >, IFTH C10 >
DATA I BLNK/-' '/
0O0 ACCEPT '# OP PIXELS PER LINE=-', NLINE 
ACCEPT 't: OF LINES -■', NSIZE
ACCEPT 'ft OF LEVELS . = ',NP
DO 1 1=1,5 
NAME <10 = 1 BLNK 
HR I TEC 10, 2>
FORMAT':-' M X ,  'INPU.T FILENAME
read >; 11, z •; name >: i >, i =1, 5 ̂
FORMATC5A20
OPEN 1, NAME, L.EN=2*NLINE, REC=NSIZE
DO 4 1=1,NLINE
READ< 1 > < IP < I, J>, J=l, NSIZE?
CLOSE 1
ACCEPT 'TOTAL NO. OF THRESHOLDS^', MAN 
DO 5 1=1, MAN




DO €■ 1=1, 123
DO E .T=l, 1.23 V
i f c i p c i, j >. i.e . i f tH':m :o i p -:i, t:-=o
CONTINUE' '
0
IF>;M. GT. MAN?GO TO' ?
DO 7 1=1,NLINE 
DO 7 J=i,NSIZE
IF';ip-;i, ?:<. gt. ifth•;m—ir*.- and. iP’;i, j >. le. i fth cm:-.'-go to s
GO TO 7
t p  c i ,  j  > =  < i  fth >; m-i > ■+• 1 fth ■; m :■ :• / .?
CONTINUE 
GO TO IS 
3 DO 11 1=1, NLINE
DO 11 J=l, NSIZE
IF < IP < I, J >. GT. I FTH^MAN j M  P I, .T > =NP-:1 
11 -CONTINUE
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v
DO 12 1=1/5 .
12 IFILE<I>=IBLNK
WRITE<10/ 12>
12 FORMRT< ■' IX, "THRESHOLDED IMAGE FILENAME: Z>
REHDC11/14?<IFILE<I>/ I=l/5>
.14 FORMAT <5A2>
OPEN 2, I FILE, LEN= 2*NL INE, REC=NSIZE 
DO 15 1=1,NLINE 
____ • 15 WRITE<2> < IP1'I, J>, J=l, NSIZE>
CLOSE 2 
TYPE"— — "
ACCEPT "WISH TO C0NTINUE<1>— .--OR NOT<0> >", IWT
IF<IWT. EQ. D G O  TO 1000
STOP
END





C THIS PROGRAM IS USSED FOR MULTI-LEVEL THRESHOLDING
C CONSIDERING SECTIONS OF THE HISTOGRAM
C
DIMENSION NAME'S!), IP<128, 12S>, PR<256>, X\256!>, IFILE 
DIMENSION XI'25S>, P R K  258}, I FTH <10 >
DATA" I BLNK/' •'/ •
1OO0 ACCEPT 'tr OF PIXELS PER LINE=-', NSIZE
ACCEPT '* OF LINES = ', NLINE
ACCEPT 'k OF LEVELS = ', NP
DO £ 1=1,5
1 NAME < I > = I BLNr!
WRITE'! 10, 2>
2 ' FORMAT•: •' IX, •'INPUT FILENAME Z>
READ < 11., O'! NAME >! IX- I =1, 5 >
7 FORMAT >! 5 A2>
OPEN 1, NAME, LEN=2*NSIZE, REC=Ni..INE 
DO 4 1=1,NLINE




C CALCULATING THE PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
C
DO 7 K=l, NP 
7 PR<tO=0. 0
DO S 1=1,NLINE 
DO S J=l, NSIZE 
K=IP'I, JD+l
s pr<k:-=fR':k!'^i. 0
DO 20 K=l, NP 
PR'K>=PR'K>/NT
X ■! K =FLORT ■! K—1 )
20 CONTINUE
r





ACCEPT 'SIZE OF SECTION OF HIST. =•', NUN 
L2=ITH+NUM 
DO 15 1=1, NUN 
' I:L=I + ITH
XI < X > =FLOAT <X < 11 > >
pRi ' i :-=PR': 11 j
15 CONTINUE
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9 9 .
OPEN 0, ,:*TTO±"
' CALL. PLTEKSCX1, PP-l.- NUrD 
CLOSE 0RCCEPT 'HISTOGRAM BIMODRLC1) OP NOTC0) > L  IBM
IFCIBM. EQ. D G O  TO 22 
IFCIBM. EQ. 0>GO TO 55
SELECTING R THRESHOLD
RCCEPT -'LEVEL TO SEPARATE PEAKS=-'.- LI 




DO 100 I=NOH, LI 
IFCPRCIX GT. PERKDGO TO 50 





FORMAT C-' IX, 'FIRST PERK OCCURS AT M S )
FINDING MAX. BETWEEN LI & END,OF SECTION
L2=Ll+2 
. J=L1+1
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N 0 2 = J
DO 2 0 0  I = L 2 ,  L 3
I F  CPE M X  GT. PER KS > GO TO SO
GO TO. 2 0 0
P E R K 2 = P R C I>
N 0 2 = I
C O N T IN U E
W P IT E C 1 0 ,  IS )N O S
F O R M A T C ' I X ,  -'SECOND PERK OCCURS RT I D
F i n d i n g  v a l l e y  b e t w e e n  p e r k s
J  G = N 0 1
M C = N 0 1 + 1
V R L l. I= P R < J Q >
DO 2 0 0  I= M O , NOS
I F  CPPC I  ) .  EQ. O )  GO TO 7 0 0
IF C P P C I ) .  L T . V R L L I  ) GO TO 70
GO TO 3 0 0
V R L L I= P R  C I )
N T H = I - 1
C O N T IN U E
100.
c
C TESTING FOE VALIDITY OF THRESHOLD .
C
RCCEPT •'ACCEPTED RATIO OF PERK TO VRLLEY=', TRAT10 
RCCEPT -'SMALL. NO. TO PREVENT DIV. BY 0 = ', EPS
IFCPEAKl-PEAKZMS, IS, 21 
IS RAT 10=PERK:1./ < VALL I+EPS I1
2:L RAT 10=PEAK2/ < VRLL I+EPS > ^
IF<RATIO. GT. TRAT I O'1 GO TO 80 
. GO TO 90 
30 -WRITE': 10, :17 > NTH





90 TYPE 'NO THRESHOLD AVAILABLE'
GO TO 55
55 ACCEPT -'WISH TO GIVE ARBITRARY THRESH■'.!> OR NOT<0> I
IFjCIDM. EQ. 1>G0 TO 580 
IF < I DM. EQ. 0> GO TO 501
500 ACCEPT 'ARBITRARY THRESHOLD^', ITH 
GO TO H O
501 IFa.T. EQ. NPJGO TO 688 
GQ^TO^llO
C
C ASSIGNING LEVELS TO SEGMENTED SECTIONS
S00 MAN=M
KO=l
DO 60:1. 1=1, NLINE 
DO 601 J-l,NSIZE
i f -:i p <i, jr.. l e . iFTH^KoroiP-:j, T>=e
601 CONTINUE..
400 KO=KO+:l
IF<KO. GT*MRN>GQ TO 60S 
' DO 602 1=1, NLINE 
DO S02 J=l, NSIZE
IF<IP<:'l; J>. GT. IFTHCKO-IX AND. IP>:i, J). LE. IFTH<KO> >GO TO 658 
GO TO 602
650 i p •: i, J :•=•: i f t h < k o -i :•+1 f t h cko :■ :■ /2
602 CONTINUE 
GO TO 488
685 DO 780 1=1, NLINE
DO 708 J=±,NSIZE
If •: i p *: i, j :•. g t . i f t h •: m a n > m  p •: i , j >=n p -i 
708 CONTINUE
►
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101
DO 9 I“l, 5
IFILE<I>=IBLNK * '*
WRITEC10, 10>
FORMAT< '  I X ,  'THRESHOLDED IMAGE FILENAME 
READ C±1, 1.1 X  IFI LE < I >, 1=1, 5>
FORMAT <5R2>
OPEN 2, IFILE, LEN=2*NSIZE, REC=NLINE
DO 12 1-1,NLINE
WRITE<2> < IP< I, J>, J=i, N5IZE>
CLOSE 2 
TYPE ' '
ACCEPT 'WISH TO CCNTINUE>:i> OR STOP'.0>-----























o ■Jr •#. *  vfc *  *  *  :* s* *  *
FILENAME TEMP
V .
THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO, DETECT EDGES USING TEMPLATE MATCHING
DO 1 1=1.. 5 
NAME<I?=IBLNK 
WRITE': 10, 2>
FORMAT-: ' IX, -'INPUT FILENAME ■', Z^
READ ■: :11, T > >'.NAME ■: I >, I =1, 5>
FORMAT ■:?A2.'*
OPEN 1, NAME, LEN=2*NSIZE, REO=NLINE 




DO 5 I =2, 127- 




d = i p >: i, j-i:,
E=IP<I, J+l>
F=ip-:i+i, j-i >
G=iP':i^i, j > ’
h = i p «:i+i , j-t-i:.
g x =  ■: F+2*G+H ) - -: a+2*b-*-c )
GY= •: C+2*E+K > - ■: A+2-+-D+F ;•
GR AD=BBS •: GX > -‘-APS < G V >
TRANSFORMING PIXEL VALUES DEPENDING UPON WHETHER 
GRADIENT IS NON-ZERO 6p. NOT
m = ■: ■: i+i xz :• - •: I /2 :*
IFCM. EG. 0>G0 TO 7 „
GO TO 8
IF-'.GRRD. NE. 0>GO TO 9 
GO TO ID
000 ACCEPT ■' # OF PIXELS PER LINE =', NLINE
DIMENSION NAME■:3>, IFILEC5), IPCIZS, ; 
INTEGER A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, GX, GV, GRADPiQTQ to; s
RCCEPT ' # OF LINES 
ACCEPT ' H OF LEVELS
NSIZE 
•', NP
i t i  ':.t>=n p -.i
10
Gu TO S
i t k  j :-=0
GO TO 6
IF<GRAD. NE. Oi'GO TO 1:1
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GO TO 12 *
11 IT2CJ>=NP-1 
GO TO t. ■
12 IT2C 7 > =0
s~ c o nt i n u e:
K=I—2
IFCK. GT. Or-GO TO 1?
GO TO 5 
12 IF CM. EQ. 8>G0 TO 1-1
GO TO 15 
' 14 DO 16 7=2, 127
i p c i - 2 ,  j > = i t i c  j y
16 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5




DO 22 J=2, 127
1=126
i p i' i. j = i t i c j
22 CONTINUE
DO 22 J=2, 127 
1=127
i p c i ,  j :- =  i t 2< jo
22 CONTINUE
DO IS 1=1.- 5 
■IS IFILE CI> = IBLNK
WRITE CIO, ISO
19 FORMATC-' M X ,  'OUTPUT FILENAME ', 2>
READCil, 20?-C IF JLEC I J, 1=1,50 •
20 FORMATC5A^O
OPEN 2, I FILE, I. EN=2*NS I ZE, REC=NL I NE 
DO 21 1=1, NLINE
21 WRITEC2> C IPC I, JO, J=i, NSIZE:- 
CLOSE 2
jvpp ■'
ACCEPT 'WISH TO CONTINUECi:- OR STOPO?:- >•'
IFCIWT. EG. 1>G0 TO 1000
STOP
END
















*>*< :4t :4< :+t * *
FILENAME REMOVBROW
*: :* :M >k * >fc 3fc:4« I** *c :* 5*c ;+f?fc :* sfe j* j*' ?* ?♦< J* *< :* Jte •*+'-
\
THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO DETECT THE STRAIGHT LINE OF 
THE ‘'EVE—BROWS-' IN THE PISTON HEAD BV TEMPLATE MATCHING. 
THE BOUNDARY OF THE EYE-BROW IS THEN FOLLOWED AND THIS 
FEATURE IS REMOVED
DIMENSION NAME< 5 >, IFILE<5>, IPC128, 123>, IR«'.S4>, IC<S4>
INTEGER XCORD, VCORD, L XT ■: S >, L YT <: S >
DI MENS I ON K A 10 }, KB 10 :>, KC ■'. .10 >
COHMON/BL/i.XT, LYT 
DATA I BLNK/-' '/
ACCEPT ■' # OF PIXELS PER LINE = •', NLINE 
ACCEPT •' # OF LINES NSIZE
DO 1 1=1, 5 
NAME*: I :* = IBLNK 
WRITE-'.ID, 2> <5-
FORMAT'D' M X ,  ■'INPUT FILENAME : - ',
READ<11, z >-:n a m e <:i>, 1=1, 5>
FORMAT<0ASD
OPEN 1, NAME, LEN=2*NSIZE, REC=NLINE 
DO 4 1=1,NLINE 
READ 1 '' IP ■' I, J >, J=l, NSI ZE T1 
CLOSE 1
■'ITH' GIVES THE THRESHOLD LEVEL FOR TEMPLATE RESPONSE 
ACCEPT 'THRESHOLD LEVEL = ", ITH
SIZE OF TEMPLATE AND STARTING POSITION IS SPECIFIED
ACCEPT -'BEG ROW OF TEMP= •', INI TP.
RCCEPT -'END ROW OF TEMP= ', IFINR
ACCEPT 'BEG COL. OF TEMP=-', INITC
RCCEPT -'END COL OF TEMP=-', IFINC
IMAGE DIVIDED INTO POUR QUADRANTS. EACH QUADRANT 
CONSIDERED SEPARATELY
ACCEPT -'BEG ROW OF QUAD=', IRBQ 
ACCEPT 'END ROW OF GUAD=",IREQ 
ACCEPT 'BEG COL. OF QUAD=", ICBQ
RCCEPT -'END COL OF Q U A D M  I CEO
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IF1' ICBC!. EQ. 1>G0 TO 600 . . • *
GO TO 601 
JUM-1 
GO TO 602 
JUH=-1
N1=0 .
DO 10 I = INITR.. IFINR
N1=N1+1
TR<Ni > = I
N2=0 *




DO 100 IR-1, 10 
IMR=IR+I
Kfl■; IR> = K 1 MR.- I-i>
I SUHR= I SUHR+KR IR r<
CONTINUE
ISUMB=Q
DO 200 IB-1, 10 
IMB=IB+I
KB < IB > =2* IP ■: I MB, J >
I SUNR= ISUMB+KB IB :■
CONTINUE
ISUMC=0
DO 200 NC=i, :10 
IMC=I+NC
KC>' NC > = < -1 > IP\ IMC, J-*-:! '■
I SUHC= I SUMC-'-KC >: NC >
CONTINUE •
I RESP= ISUMR-f-1SUMB+1SUHC Is,
IFsIRESP. GT. ITH>GO TO 20 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE
BOUNDRRV FOLLOWING OF EYE-BROU
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202 CALL NABCRC II.- Jl, ID, JD, LXT, l.YT?1
DO 101 K=2, S '  .
L=K
if<ipclxtcl>, lytcltx eg. 0. or. ip<lxT':l:>, lyT':l>>. ne. 255>go to 10;
101 CONTINUE
102 I X1=LXT >'!..?>
i v i=l.v t <l :-
JON=Jl+l
IFCIYl. EG. JON. AND. IXI. EG. Il>GO TO 400
GO TO 40:1 ' ' ,
400 11=1X1
J:1 = I VI
IP<I1.. Ji:-=20O
IFCTl. EG. XCORD. AND. Jl. EG. VCORD>GO TO 500 
ID=LXT <l.-l>
JD=LYT CL-1 >









C REMOVING INHERENT FEATURE ''EYE—BROWS?■ FROM IMAGE
C '*
500 DO -501 1 = 1 RBQ.- TREG
T=!CBQ
502 IF':ip‘-.i.- j:*. eg. 400:-'GO to 502
J=J+l
if-:j. gt. iceq:'GO to 501
GO TO 502 
502 IPCl, j:- =255
J=J+i
IF < J. GT. ICEGJGO TO 501
jp,' jp,' j_, 4(30. or. ip<: t., j:., eq. 200?'go to 502
IF >: IP ■: I, J >. EG. 255 :■ GO TO 505
GO TO 504 
505 JM=J+1
50? IFC IF'C I, JM?'. EG. 400. OR. I PC I.- JM?-. EG. 200'.''GO TO 50?
GO TO 510 
50? J= JM
GO TO 502 
510 JM-JM-t-1
IF C JM. GT. 15?'GO TO 581 
GO TO 50?.
J











if-: j. gt. iceq>go to 501
IF< IP< I, J>. EQ. 400. OR. IPCI, J>. EQ. E00>GO TO 506 
GO TO 504 
IPC I, J>=255 
J=J+l
IFCJ. GT. ICEQr-GO TO 501 
IFCIPCI, j?. NE. 255>G0 TO 506 
KMC=J+2
IFCIPCJ, KMO. NE. 255OG0 TO 504 
CONTINUE
RCCEPT 'WISH TO CHANGE CO-ORDS-'.l>— OF. NOT CO} 1ST
IF-'. 1ST. EG. 1>G0 TO 5000 
DO 11 I=:l, 5 
iFiLE-:i:- = iBLNt<:
WRITE <10, 12> • . . '
FORMAT-:' IX, 'OUTPUT FILENAME : - Z>
READ-'. 11.- 12v--:iFILE-:i:>, 1=1.- 5?- 
FORMAT-'. 5R2>
OPEN 2.. I FILE, LEN=2;*N?IZE, P.EC=NLINE 
DO 14 I=l.; NLINE
w r i t e -:2:• -: ip■:i, j , j =i , n s i z e >
CLOSE 2
ACCEFT 'WISH TO CONTINUE -'.IT OR STOP CO?- IWT
IF-:iWT. EQ. 1>G0 TO 1000
STOP .i - .
END
V









SUBROUTINE NAB0R<I1, J±, I Co JD, LXT, LVT>
FILE NAME NABOR
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE COORDINATES OF EIGHT 
NEIGHBOURING PIXELS AROUND A BpRDER POINT, STRRTING 




LXT<.0 = ID 
LXT « 2 > =LXT <1> + K1 
LXT<3>=LXT<2>-K2 
LXT <40 ~LXT Cl)—K2 
LXT < 5 =LXT < 4 > -K:L 
LXT < S > =LXT < 5 > - K:1 
L.XT < 7 r> =LXT < €■ > -*-K2 
L XT < 3!) =LXT > +K2 
LVT <!.>= JD 
LVT<2>=LYT<±:'-K2 
LVT < s y =L VT < 2 :* —K1 
LVT < 4 > =LVT < 3 > —K:1 
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